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Outline of This Lecture
1. Difficulty in formalizing natural language
2. Features of language that create difficulties
3. Wittgenstein’s language games as a solution
4. Situations, intentions, and the brain
5. Dynamics of language and reasoning

Note: This outline and the five section summaries have a light green
background. The detailed slides are in white.
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1. Difficulty in Formalizing Language
Natural languages adapt to the ever-changing phenomena of the
world, human life, and modern science.
No computer system is as flexible as a human being in learning
and responding to the dynamic aspects of language.
Three strategies for natural language processing (NLP):
1. Neat: Define formal grammars with model-theoretic semantics that
treat NL as a version of logic.
2. Scruffy: Use heuristics for representing and using applicationdependent background knowledge.
3. Mixed: Develop a framework that can use a mixture of neat and
scruffy methods for implementing practical applications.

Neat methods have been successful for programming languages
and for restricted or controlled natural languages (CNLs).
But scruffy and mixed methods have been more successful for
3
processing unrestricted NLs for various purposes.

What is the Foundation for Language?
Noam Chomsky: Generative syntax is the essence of language.
Roman Jakobson: Syntax without semantics is meaningless.
Michael Halliday: Language is social semiotic.
Sydney Lamb: Knowledge consists of connections in a network.
Richard Montague: NL semantics is similar to formal logic.
Yorick Wilks: Semantics is fundamental, but informal.
Roger Schank: Background knowledge is essential.
Fred Jelinek: Statistics is key to all language processing.
Combinations and variations of all these methods have been
proposed and implemented in NLP systems for over 50 years.
What combinations would be the most natural? Computable?
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Foundation for Formal Semantics
Summary of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus:
1 The world is everything that is the case.
1.1 The world is the totality of facts, not of things.
3.25 There is one and only one complete analysis of the proposition.
4.001 The totality of propositions is the language.
4.116 Everything that can be said can be said clearly.
5 Propositions are truth-functions of elementary propositions.
6.13 Logic is not a theory but a reflexion of the world.
7 Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.

This book set the agenda for formal semantics in the 20th century.
If it were adequate for language understanding and reasoning,
then the HAL 9000 would be ruling the world today.
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Translating Language to Logic

This method implements Montague’s view that natural
languages can be treated as formal languages.
Each stage requires a complete specification of every detail
in logic or some equally formal notation.
That level of precision is possible for a controlled NL, but
not for the kind of language that people normally use.
As Alan Perlis said, “You can’t translate an informal language to
a formal language by any formal algorithm.”
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The Ultimate Understanding Engine
Sentences uttered by a child named Laura before the age of 3. *

Here’s a seat. It must be mine if it’s a little one.
I went to the aquarium and saw the fish.
I want this doll because she’s big.
When I was a little girl, I could go “geek geek” like that,
but now I can go “This is a chair.”
Laura used a larger subset of logic than Montague formalized.
No computer system today has Laura’s ability to speak and
understand language.

* John Limber, The genesis of complex sentences. In T. Moore (Ed.), Cognitive
development and the acquisition of language. New York: Academic Press, 1973.
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http://pubpages.unh.edu/~jel/JLimber/Genesis_complex_sentences.pdf

Is Logic the Foundation for Language?
Richard Montague (1970) treated NLs as a version of logic:
“I reject the contention that an important theoretical difference exists
between formal and natural languages.”

Hans Kamp (2001) followed Montague with qualifications:
“The basic concepts of linguistics — and especially those of semantics —
have to be thought through anew... Many more distinctions have to be
drawn than are dreamt of in current semantic theory.”

Barbara Partee (2005) added further qualifications:
“The present formalizations of model-theoretic semantics are undoubtedly
still rather primitive compared to what is needed to capture many
important semantic properties of natural languages... There are other
approaches to semantics that are concerned with other aspects of natural
language, perhaps even cognitively deeper in some sense, but which we
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presently lack the tools to adequately formalize.”

Visualization in Mathematics
Paul Halmos, mathematician:
“Mathematics — this may surprise or shock some — is never deductive in its
creation. The mathematician at work makes vague guesses, visualizes broad
generalizations, and jumps to unwarranted conclusions. He arranges and
rearranges his ideas, and becomes convinced of their truth long before he
can write down a logical proof... the deductive stage, writing the results
down, and writing its rigorous proof are relatively trivial once the real insight
arrives; it is more the draftsman’s work not the architect’s.”

Albert Einstein, physicist:
“The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to
play any role in my mechanism of thought. The psychical entities which
seem to serve as elements in thought are certain signs and more or less clear
images which can be voluntarily reproduced and combined... The abovementioned elements are, in my case, of visual and some of muscular type.
Conventional words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in
a secondary stage, when the mentioned associative play is sufficiently
established and can be reproduced at will.”
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Foundations for Language and Logic
For everyone from Laura to Einstein, perception, action, and
mental models are more fundamental than language or logic.
Meanings expressed in language are based on perception.
Thinking and reasoning are based on mental models that use the
same mechanisms as perception and action.
The symbols and syntax of mathematics and logic are abstractions
from the symbols and patterns in natural languages.
Computer systems can manipulate those symbols much faster and
more accurately than any human.
But computers are much less efficient in perception and action.
That limitation makes them unable to process language in the same
way that people do.
Challenge: How could computers support human-like methods?
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2. Features of Natural Language
Human language is based on the way people think about
everything they see, hear, feel, and do.
And thinking is intimately integrated with perception and action.
The semantics and pragmatics of a language are
●

Situated in time and space,

●

Distributed in the brains of every speaker of the language,

●

●

Dynamically generated and interpreted in terms of a constantly
developing and changing context,
Embodied and supported by the sensory and motor organs.

These points summarize current views by psycholinguists.
Philosophers and logicians have debated other issues:
●

NL as a formal logic; a sharp dichotomy between NL and logic;
a continuum between NL and logic.
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What is a Chair?

The egg-yolk theory puts typical examples in the yolk and
unusual examples in the egg white (Lehmann & Cohn 1994).
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What is a Number?

Concepts in science and mathematics grow and change.13

Relating Language to Perception

Vandeloise drew diagrams to explain spatial terms in French.
The possible meanings are highly context dependent.
The claim of a core literal meaning is grossly oversimplified.
Every dictionary lists a different selection of word senses.
Diagrams adapted from Claude Vandeloise (1986)
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Issues about Orientation

For a tree, any side could be could be considered the front.
But a cannon has distinct front, back, and sides.
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Issues about Motion

For stationary objects, such as trees, the speaker’s viewpoint
determines the choice of preposition.
For moving objects, their relative position is more significant.
But objects like snails and turtles, which move very slowly, are
treated like stationary objects (unless their motion is relevant).
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Issues about Function

The French preposition dans or the English in normally links
something to a container.
The primary function of a bowl is to serve as a container.
That function is more relevant than the question whether the
bowl actually encloses the pear.
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Issues about Background Knowledge

A cage is sometimes used to enclose a bird.
But a cage is an unlikely container for a knife.
Normal comment: “The knife is to the right of the cage.”
To say “The knife is outside the cage” implies that there is some
reason why it might have been in the cage.
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Microsenses
The linguist Allen Cruse coined the term microsense for a
specialized sense of a word in a particular application.
Examples of microsenses:
●

Spatial terms in different situations and points of view.

●

The many kinds of chairs or numbers in the egg whites.

●

●

●

The kinds of balls in various ball games: baseball, basket ball,
billiard ball, bowling ball, football, golf ball, softball, tennis ball.
Computer science requires precise definitions, but the meanings
change whenever programs are revised or extended.
Consider the term file system in Unix, Apple OS X, Microsoft
Windows, and IBM mainframes.

Microsenses result from using old words in new activities.
Any attempt to limit the proliferation of new microsenses would
destroy the flexibility and extensibility of natural languages. 19

Using Background Knowledge
People resolve ambiguities and choose the correct microsenses
by retrieving background knowledge about the options.
Choosing the microsense: My dog bit the visitor’s ear.
●

●

By imagining the relative size of people and dogs, one would assume
it was more likely to be a doberman than a dachshund.
But if one knew the visitor was in the habit of bending over to pet a
dog, it might even be a chihuahua.

Resolving an ambiguous parse: The chicken is ready to eat.
●

●

●

From knowledge about typical food, one would assume the chicken
had been cooked and prepared as a meal.
If the word chicken were replaced with dog, one might assume the
dog was begging for food.
But people in different cultures may make different assumptions.

The many microsenses and the dependence on background
knowledge require highly flexible methods of reasoning.
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3. Ludwig Wittgenstein
Wrote his first book under the influence of Frege and Russell.
That book had an enormous influence on analytic philosophy,
formal ontology, and formal semantics of natural language.
When he finished it, Wittgenstein retired from philosophy to
teach elementary school in an Austrian mountain village.
He discovered that children don’t think like Frege or Russell.
In 1929, Russell and others persuaded him to return to
Cambridge University, where he taught philosophy.
During the 1930s, he began to rethink and criticize the
foundations of his earlier book.
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Precision and Vagueness
Charles Sanders Peirce:
“It is easy to speak with precision upon a general theme. Only, one
must commonly surrender all ambition to be certain. It is equally
easy to be certain. One has only to be sufficiently vague. It is not
so difficult to be pretty precise and fairly certain at once about a very
narrow subject.” (CP 4.237)
Alfred North Whitehead:
“Human knowledge is a process of approximation. In the focus of
experience, there is comparative clarity. But the discrimination of this
clarity leads into the penumbral background. There are always
questions left over. The problem is to discriminate exactly what we
know vaguely.” Analysis of meaning (1937).
Ludwig Wittgenstein:
Outside a language game, a word is like “a wheel turning idly”.
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Model-Theoretic Semantics

In the Tractatus, Wittgenstein assumed that the world is the model.
If there is exactly one world, there is exactly one model, there is
exactly one ontology, and any approximation is false.
Engineers are cynical, but realistic:

“All models are wrong. Some are useful.”
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Wittgenstein’s Transitional Period
In 1929-30, he analyzed some “minor” inconsistencies in the Tractatus.
That analysis led to two important innovations:
● Satzsystem: System of sentences or propositions.
● Beweissystem: Proof system that defines a logic for a Satzsystem.
This approach distinguishes the model from the world:
“The Satzsystem is like a ruler laid against reality. An entire system
of propositions is now compared to reality, not a single proposition.”
For a given logic, each consistent Satzsystem expressed in that logic
is a theory that defines an ontology.
The model is no longer identical to the world, and different Satzsysteme
could be better or worse approximations for different purposes.
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Uses and Limitations of Satzsysteme
In the transitional period, Wittgenstein continued his focus
on logic:
●

●

●

He allowed multiple logics and ontologies, and he relaxed the
truth criteria to map systems to the world, not single sentences.
He did not discuss the wide range of topics and issues in his
later book, Philosophical Investigations.
But by distinguishing models from the world, he allowed more
flexibility in creating models and relating them to the world.

This approach allows a broader range of topics.
But it is inadequate for unrestricted natural language.
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Formalizing Wittgenstein’s Satzsysteme
For a given logic (Beweissystem), all the Satzsysteme for that
logic can be represented by a Lindenbaum lattice of theories:
The universal theory at the top of the lattice would consist of
tautologies that are true of every model of every theory.
●
Theories near the top can be sufficiently underspecified to
characterize a wide range of subjects.
● Specialized theories at lower levels could be “pretty precise and
fairly certain” for narrow subjects.
●
Lattice operations would allow two or more consistent theories or
Satzsysteme to be combined for interpreting a text.
●
If the logic is very expressive, the lattice could contain multiple
sublattices for theories stated in more restricted logics.
●

A lattice of theories is more modular and flexible than a single,
universal theory of everything.
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Wittgenstein’s Language Games
In the mid 1930s and for the rest of his life, Wittgenstein focused on
his theory of language games as a more general and flexible approach
than the Satzsysteme and Beweissysteme of 1929-30.
In the book Philosophical Investigations, he presented them as a
correction to the “grave errors” (schwere Irrtümer) of his first book.
Every use of language is intimately integrated with social activity.
The meaning of language is grounded in purposeful activity:
“The word 'Sprachspiel' (language game) is used here to emphasize
the fact that the speaking of language is part of an activity, or of a
form of life.” (§23)
As an example, he said that a word is like a piece in the game of
chess. Its meaning is based on the way the word is used in a game.
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Games of Go and Go-moku
Two games with the same syntax, but different goals:

Syntax defines legal moves, but not meaningful moves.
The meaning of any move is determined by its purpose.
In go, the goal is to place stones that surround territory.
In go-moku, the goal is to place five stones in a row.
Different goals lead to very different patterns of stones.
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Wittgenstein’s Examples
“Consider the variety of language games in the following examples,
and in others:
Giving orders, and acting on them –
Describing an object by its appearance, or by its measurements –
Constructing an object from a description (a drawing) –
Reporting an event –
Speculating about the event –
Forming and testing a hypothesis –
Presenting the results of an experiment in tables and diagrams –
Making up a story; and reading one –
Acting in a play –
Singing rounds –
Guessing riddles –
Making a joke; telling one –
Solving a problem in applied arithmetic –
Translating from one language into another –
Requesting, thanking, cursing, greeting, praying.” (§23)
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Implementing Language Games
Wittgenstein’s language games are still controversial, partly
because they cross many academic boundaries:
syntax, semantics, pragmatics, logic, ontology, speech acts,
themes, narratives, scenarios, sublanguage, genre...

Many logicians consider them “a step in the wrong direction”
away from the clarity and precision of his first book.
Some computational linguists found his writings inspirational,
but they found it difficult to implement that inspiration.
The Satzsysteme are easier to formalize, and they could be
considered special cases of language games.
But those theories must be related to natural language texts.
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A Neo-Wittgenstenian Model of Language
Developed by Margaret Masterman —
One of six students in Wittgenstein’s course of 1933-34 whose
notes were compiled as The Blue Book.
Founded the Cambridge Language Research Unit (CLRU) as a
discussion group that became a major center for NLP.
Emphasized semantics, not syntax:
“I want to pick up the relevant basic-situation-referring
habits of a language in preference to its grammar.”
Invented a context-dependent method of analysis:
1. Thesaurus with words grouped by areas of use.
2. Word “fans” radiating from each word type to each area of the
thesaurus in which it occurs.
3. Dynamically generated combinations of fans for word tokens.
31

A Word Fan for “Bank”

Numbers and labels represent areas in Roget’s Thesaurus.
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Method of Disambiguation
Example: “up the steep bank” and “in the savings bank”.
All the words except “the” have word fans.
Masterman’s method for selecting an appropriate word sense:
●

●

Combinations of fans “pare down” the ambiguities “by retaining
only the spokes that retain ideas which occur in each.”
For this example,
— OBLIQUITY 220 is common to 'STEEP' and 'BANK'.
— STORE 632 and TREASURY 799 are common
to 'SAVINGS' and 'BANK'.

This method uses background knowledge to resolve ambiguities.
It’s a step in the right direction, but it’s too static to support the
dynamic interactions of Wittgenstein’s games.
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Concept Neighborhood for happy

A lattice derived from Roget’s Thesaurus by Formal Concept Analysis.
To see a similar lattice for any word, go to the FCA web site:
For Roget’s Thesaurus, http://www.ketlab.org.uk/roget.html
For WordNet, http://www.ketlab.org.uk/wordnet.html
34
For concept neighborhoods, http://www.upriss.org.uk/papers/icfca10.pdf

Lexical Collocations
Patterns of words that are typically combined for some purpose.
1. Creation or activation patterns: Verb Noun.
Make an impression, compose music, fly a kite, spin a top, launch a missile.
2. Eradication or nullification patterns: Verb Noun.
Reject an appeal, lift a blockade, raze a house, repeal a law, revoke a license.
3. Modifiers that intensify a noun: Adjective Noun.
Reckless abandon, pitched battle, crushing defeat, sweeping generalization.
4. Characteristic verbs with a given subject: Noun Verb.
Alarms go off, bees swarm, blizzards rage, blood circulates, bombs explode.
5. Units of things or units of stuff: Noun of Noun.
Herd of buffalo, bouquet of flowers, word of advice, act of violence.
6. Modifiers that intensify an adjective: Adverb Adjective.
Deeply absorbed, strictly accurate, intimately acquainted, keenly aware.
7. Modifiers that intensify a verb: Verb Adverb | Adverb Verb.
Affect deeply, anchor firmly, appreciate sincerely, argue heatedly.
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Examples from M. Benson, E. Benson, & R. Ilson (1986) The BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English.

Thesaurus vs Ontology
A concept neighborhood represents a lexical pattern.
Those patterns are useful for resolving ambiguities.
But WordNet or Roget’s Thesaurus do not contain formal definitions
of the word senses.

Implications:
●

A formal ontology can be stated in logic, but it cannot contain
the precise details of every possible application.

A specification in logic can be “pretty precise and fairly certain”
only for a very narrow subject.
●
A loose classification that emphasizes lexical patterns can be
more flexible for showing how the words fit together.
●

Roget’s Thesaurus and WordNet show lexical patterns among

word senses, but they cannot be used for logical inferences.
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Development of Logic from Language
At age 3, Laura correctly used the logic words of English, but it’s
unlikely that she mapped them to and from a formal logic.
How does logic develop in a child or in the species?
●
Languages have words like and, or, not, if, some, and every.
But those words have many context-dependent microsenses.
●
That multiplicity rules out a unique “natural logic” or “language
of thought” with strict rules of inference.
●
Instead, logics are like “games” that develop in the same way as
games like chess and go or any version of mathematics.
●

The first formal logic was Aristotle’s game of syllogisms, which

made minor deviations from the patterns of classical Greek.
Symbolic logic continues the tradition, but with more variation.
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4. Situations, Intentions, and the Brain
Situation semantics was an attempt to develop a formal theory
semantics based on finite situations.
But nobody could define the word situation:
“Situations... include, but are not equal to any of simply connected
regions of space-time, highly disconnected space-time regions,
contexts of utterance (whatever that turns out to mean in precise
terms), collections of background conditions for a constraint, and so
on... Situations are just that: situations. They are abstract objects
introduced so that we can handle issues of context, background, and
so on.” (Devlin 1991)
The critical concept is intentionality.
Question:
●

How are language and intentions processed by the brain?
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Intentionality
Intentionality arose with the first living things:
● Philosopher Franz Brentano: Intentionality is “ the directedness
of thought toward some object, real or imagined.”
Biologist Lynn Margulis: “The growth, reproduction, and
communication of these moving, alliance-forming bacteria
become isomorphic with our thought, with our happiness, our
sensitivities and stimulations.”
●

●

A bacterium swimming upstream in a glucose gradient
marks the beginning of goal-directed intentionality.

Without life, there is no meaning in the universe.
Meaning, intention, purpose, and value originate with life.
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The Embodied Psyche
Plato assumed a separable psyche, which uses the body as the
instrument of perception and action.
But Aristotle assumed that every living thing has an embodied
psyche, which serves as its substantial form:
Nutritive psyche for plants.
● Sensitive psyche for sessile animals like sponges and clams.
● Locomotive psyche for worms.
●
Psyche with imagery for animals with eyes.
●
Rational psyche for humans.
●

The psyche controls all growth and motion from birth to death.
The psyches of the more advanced animals inherit all the
functions of the more primitive psyches.
40

Cognitive Complexity

Each level inherits the abilities of all previous levels.
The fish already has complex perception and action.
Mammals have a much larger cerebral cortex.
Larger association areas and more complex connections
support more complex thought and methods of reasoning.
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What is a Situation?
Definition: A situation is a region of space-time that
bounds the range of perception, action, interaction, and
communication of one or more agents.
●

●

●

●

●

●

The boundary of a situation is determined by the range of
perception, action, and communication by the agents in it.
A situation without agents is possible, but meaningless.
Microscopes, telescopes, and TV use enhanced methods of
perception and action to change the boundary of a situation.
Psychologists and sociologists study human situations.
Logicians and philosophers formulate theoretical models
of agents interacting and communicating in situations.
Computer scientists develop methods for simulating and
reasoning about the models.
42

Example of a Situation

This is a test picture used to diagnose patients with aphasia.
A patient’s description of the situation can show the effects
of lesions caused by wound, stroke, tumor, or infection.
Diagram adapted from Goodglass & Kaplan (1972).
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Meaningful Aspects of the Situation
Space-time region shown in the diagram:
●

The kitchen of a private home.

Agents:
●

Girl, boy, woman.

Goals of the agents:
●
●

Girl, boy: get cookies.
Woman: wash dishes; maintain discipline.

Actions:
●

Wiping, spilling, reaching, holding, grasping, tipping, falling.

Questions:
●
●

How is this information processed in the brain?
How could it be processed in a computer simulation?
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Language Areas in the Left Hemisphere

Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area are essential for language.
Lesions in Broca’s area disrupt syntax in speech generation.
Lesions in Wernicke’s area disrupt language understanding.
Diagram adapted from Wikipedia.
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Action and Perception
Frontal lobes control action, process, sequence, and planning:
They contain the primary projection areas for the motor neurons,
●
Control reasoning about the contents in all other lobes,
● Use Broca’s area to generate spoken, signed, and written language.
●

Occipital lobes recognize and generate visual images:
They contain the primary projection areas for vision,
●
Maintain a panoramic view of the current situation,
●
Create mental models under the control of the frontal lobes.
●

Temporal lobes recognize sounds and relate them to words:
They contain the auditory projection areas and Wernicke’s area,
●
Relate nouns to objects recognized by the sensory areas.
●

Parietal lobes integrate information from all sources:
They maintain cognitive maps that organize multiple inputs,
● Relate everything in patterns called frames, maps, or schemata.
●
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Neurocognitive Network for the Word 'fork'

Network in the left hemisphere adapted from Lamb (2011):
C:
● V:
● T:
● M:
● PR:
● PA:
● PP:
●

Concept of a fork in the parietal lobe links to all other areas.
Visual recognition in the temporal lobe links to the visual cortex.
Tactile feel of a fork in the somatosensory cortex.
Motor schemata for manipulating a fork in the motor area.
Phonology for recognizing the word 'fork' in Wernicke’s area.
Phonology for the sound /fork/ in the primary auditory cortex.
Phonology for producing the articulation of /fork/ in Broca’s area.
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Information Flow in Speech Generation

Speech is generated from information in multiple areas of the
brain. It is not translated from some “language of thought”.
Diagram adapted from MacNeilage (2008). The colors are keyed to the brain areas.
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Situated Simulation
Neural and psychological research by Lawrence Barsalou: *
Mental simulation is the re-enactment of perceptual, motor and
introspective states acquired during experience.
●
Unconscious re-enactments occur during memory and reasoning.
●
Conscious re-enactments are usually called mental imagery.
●

Cognition is grounded in perception, action, and internal states.
Simulations can re-enact social interactions in situations.
●
Simulated imagery can stimulate the same emotions as perception.
●

Mirror neurons promote learning and social understanding:
The neurons used in performing an action are also activated in seeing
another person perform the same action.
●
Simulations in motor and emotional systems are critical to empathy,
social understanding, and successful cooperation.
●

* See http://www.psychology.emory.edu/cognition/barsalou/onlinepapers.html
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Mental Maps, Images, and Models
Quotation by the neuroscientist Antonio Damasio (2010):
“The distinctive feature of brains such as the one we own is their
uncanny ability to create maps... But when brains make maps, they
are also creating images, the main currency of our minds. Ultimately
consciousness allows us to experience maps as images, to
manipulate those images, and to apply reasoning to them.”

The maps and images form mental models of the real world or
of the imaginary worlds in our hopes, fears, plans, and desires.
Words and phrases of language can be generated from them.
They provide a “model theoretic” semantics for language that
uses perception and action for testing models against reality.
Like Tarski’s models, they define the criteria for truth, but they
are flexible, dynamic, and situated in the daily drama of life.
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5. Dynamics of Language and Reasoning
To be computable, mental models, language games, and
theories about them must be formally defined.
A Tarski style of model theory is too static to represent the
dynamics of human thought, language, and reasoning.
The flexibility of language games and mental models requires
a framework that can grow and change dynamically.
Issues in dynamic semantics:
Relating sentences in a text or discourse to one another, to the
immediate context, and to background knowledge.
●
Constructing a computable model of the semantic content that can
evolve during a narrative or debate.
●
Dynamic methods for transforming the models to reflect changes in
the world and in language, thoughts, and plans about the world.
●
Evaluating the truth or relevance of the models in terms of perception
of a current situation or memories of past situations.
51
●

Versions of Dynamic Semantics
Linguists and logicians developed theories about the dynamic
aspects of language in discourse and narratives:
Hintikka (1973) defined a surface model of a sentence S as “a
mental anticipation of what can happen in one’s step-by-step
investigation of a world in which S is true.”
● Kamp (1981) developed Discourse Representation Theory as a
dynamic method of modifying a logical form to accommodate new
information.
●
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) developed dynamic predicate logic
with theories and models that can be updated during discourse.
●
Van Eijck and Visser (2010) surveyed other variants. *
●

But the dynamic methods must be integrated with all forms of
perception, thinking, learning, reasoning, talking, and acting.
* See http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/dynamic-semantics/
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The Continuum from Scruffy to Neat
DRT and other dynamic logics are neat and formally defined.
They can support useful versions of controlled NLs for narrowly
defined language games. *
But nearly all unrestricted speech or writing contains unsolved
research problems.
Yet many “scruffy” programs can extract useful information from
such language, even though they don’t have a formal semantics.
As Einstein and Halmos observed, even mathematicians start
with informal language, which they gradually refine.
Any NLP system for unrestricted language must support an
open-ended continuum from scruffy to neat language forms.

* ACE is a system for controlled English that uses DRS: http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/site/
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Lattice of Theories
To support the full range of human language, a framework for NLP
must be able to represent anything that anyone might ever say.
That framework must include all neat theories, and it must relate
them to any kind of language, neat or scruffy.
For any version of logic L, theory X is more general than theory Y,
and Y is more specialized than X, if and only if
●

X is true of everything (every model for L) for which Y is true.

Generalization determines a Lindenbaum Lattice of theories:
●
●

●

●

●

If theory X is more general than Y, write X≥Y or Y≤X.
For any X and Y, there is a unique minimal common generalization,
written X⋃Y, such that X⋃Y≥X and X⋃Y≥Y.
For any X and Y, there is a unique maximal common specialization,
written X⋂Y, such that X⋂Y≤X and X⋂Y≤Y.

The most general theory at the top of the lattice, written ⊤, is true of
everything (every model).
The most specialized theory at the bottom, written ⊥, is true of nothing.
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Model Theory for Mental Models
Every theory in the lattice except the bottom ⊥ has one or more
Tarski-style models for which the theory is true:
●

Every model m has a set of entities D called the domain of m.

D has a subset R of relations and a subset F of functions.
● An atom is a relation in R or a function in F with an entity in D assigned
to each argument position (including the result position of a function).
● Some set of atoms is declared to be true.
●

Mental models are images of continuous aspects of the world.
They can be described by discrete words or atoms.
But a complete description would specify which atoms are false:
Closed world assumption (CWA): Any atom not declared true is false.
● Open world assumption (OWA): Some atoms are declared true, some
are declared false, and the truth values of the others are unknown.
● Dynamic semantics and nonmonotonic reasoning provide systematic
methods for filling the gaps in the truth values of OWA models.
●
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Supporting Language Games
Three basic mechanisms can map Satzsysteme or language
games to and from the sentences of a natural language:
Lattice of theories.
● Word fans that map lexical items to a hierarchy of concept types.
● Canonical graphs that match patterns of words to determine which
theory in the lattice is appropriate for interpreting a given sentence.
●

But language games require more dynamic operations:
A Satzsystem corresponds to a controlled natural language that restricts
the syntax, semantics, and vocabulary to a precisely-defined sublanguage.
● Language games must be more general than Satzsysteme in order to
represent all the dynamic interactions of life.
● Language games can grow, change, and be replaced or combined at
any time during a conversation.
●
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Navigating the Lattice of Theories
Methods of belief revision for relating one theory to another:

Four operators: contraction, expansion, revision, and relabeling.
Every method of learning or nonmontonic reasoning determines
a strategy for walking or jumping through the lattice of theories.
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Learning and Belief Revision
Children learn language by starting with words and patterns of
words that are linked to perception and action.
By trial and error, children and adults revise, extend, and adjust
their beliefs to make better predictions about the world:
●

Observations generate low-level facts (atoms).

●

Induction derives general axioms from multiple facts.

●

A mixture of facts and axioms is an unstructured knowledge soup.

●

Abduction selects some axioms to form a hypothesis (theory).

●

Analogies relabel a theory of one subject and apply it to another.

●

Deduction from a theory generates predictions about the world.

●

Action tests a prediction against reality.

●

The effects of the action lead to new observations.

These steps correspond to a walk through a lattice of theories.
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Learning a New Theory
Observations generate facts:
Tweety is a bird.
Daffy is a bird.
Hooty is a bird.

Tweety flies.
Daffy flies.
Hooty flies.

Induction derives general axioms from multiple facts:
Every bird flies.
Every flying thing is a bird.
For every x, x is a bird if and only if x flies.

Any one of these axioms can be added to a subset of the facts
to generate the other facts.
Heuristics give a slight preference for “Every bird flies.”
But the other axioms cannot be ruled out.
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New Information Triggers Belief Revision
New observation:
Vampy is not a bird. Vampy flies.

This observation rules out two options, leaving just one:
Every bird flies.

Another observation:
Tux is a penguin. Tux is a bird. Tux does not fly.

This observation restricts the universal quantifier:
Every bird that is not a penguin flies.

Learning and belief revision can be interpreted as walks
through the lattice to find a more appropriate theory.
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Relating Theories to Mental Models
Mental models are more complex than abstract theories:
They are intimately connected to perception, action, and feelings.
● Language that expresses them reflects all those nuances.
● Wittgenstein tried to capture “a form of life” with all its complexity.
●

But the lattices are a better approximation than Tarski’s models:
Instead of a fixed theory and model, the lattices support dynamic and
systematic walks to find new theories and models as required.
● Dynamic changes in mental models ⇒ walks among models in
.
● Learning and nonmonotonic reasoning ⇒ walks among theories in
.
● Various computational methods can be used to determine the walks.
●

Only finite subsets of the lattices can ever be implemented, but
the framework allows new theories and models to be computed:
●

Conflicts, contrasts, and disagreements among multiple points of view
(theories) can be detected, debated, resolved, or abandoned.
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Peirce’s Cycle of Pragmatism

This diagram, based on Peirce’s writings, shows an integrated view
of the dynamic methods for walking through a lattice of theories.
Various computational methods can support the arrows in the cycle.62

Language Understanding
Language is directly related to perception and mental imagery.
The only “language of thought” is imagery, including auditory images
such as “inner speech” or an imagined melody.
●
Peirce’s graphs, Lamb’s networks, and Minsky’s K-lines are related
hypotheses about the links that constitute knowledge in the brain.
●
Language understanding uses perceptual mechanisms to interpret
speech or writing in terms of those networks.
●

Semantics is grounded in mental models of the world.
The continuous world is mapped to continuous mental images.
●
As Peirce said, “symbols grow.” Word meanings adapt to the
continuity by an open-ended variety of microsenses.
●

Pragmatics is integrated with all social interactions.
The great apes have a complex social life without a human language.
●
But language facilitates social interactions – even for apes that learn
a rudimentary subset. (Greenspan & Shanker 2004).
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Related Readings
A longer set of slides that have some overlap with these:
http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/goal.pdf
Role of Logic and Ontology in Language and Reasoning,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/rolelog.pdf
Conceptual Graphs for Representing Conceptual Structures,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/cg4cs.pdf
Peirce’s tutorial on existential graphs,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/egtut.pdf
Slides for a tutorial about patterns of logic and ontology,
http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/kdptut.pdf
For other citations in these slides, see the general bibliography,
http://www.jfsowa.com/bib.htm
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